safety of 12-weeks of KE consumption in older adults as well as explore the feasibility, tolerance, and associated biomarkers for the use of KE in this population. The study intervention is a KE (n=15) or a placebo (PLA) group daily for 12-weeks. A questionnaire will assess tolerance of ketone kinetics after 12.5 or 25g of KE consumption, which will be repeated at week 4. All measures of baseline safety, functional and biological measurements, and gut microbiome will be assessed over four hours. Secondly, after collection of samples at week 4, the long-term goal is to study geroscience mechanisms and clinical outcomes relevant to frailty. This will facilitate our long-term goal: use of KE as exploratory data across a range of geroscience-related endpoints. This will allow us to understand the potential of KE in improving care for older adults through enhancing health and well-being. Cost-conscious, convenient in-home sensing will arise to provide enhanced resources to sustain their independence and quality of life, general and inflammatory aging biomarkers and gut microbiome.
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FRAILTY ASSESSMENT FROM PAPER TO ONLINE: THE E-FL-CGA WEB APP
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**Background:** Early frailty assessment is crucial for improving care for older adults through enhancing their independence and quality of life, general and inflammatory aging biomarkers and gut microbiome.
 frailty-informed care planning and execution. To increase the access and use of the established electronic Frailty Index based on the Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment tool, we developed an online software application: the web-based eFI-CGA. 

**Methods:** End-user requirements primarily adapted the standalone version of the eFI-CGA and covered assessment competency, interface familiarity, accessibility and convenient use by front-line health professionals. Web app-bounded features included user-account authentication and authorization, user-space management, record-search and retrieval, and functions for data management, analysis and display. The web app development used the Microsoft Azure web server with the ASP.NET framework, combined Webforms and Model-View-Controller architecture, and C# programming language with standard client-side libraries incorporating scripting and mark-up languages. 

**Results:** The web-based eFI-CGA was technically released and accessible online (efi-cga). Tests on the web pages for all the web pages (e.g., Home, Signup Login, Assessment, Search, and Analysis) using large sizes of systematically designed test data and mocked patient cohorts showed that the web software functions meet the requirements with 100% accuracy. 

**Conclusion:** The web-based eFI-CGA provides a valuable remote frailty assessment and information retrieval method for healthcare professionals, promoting effective multidisciplinary integrated care of older adults. Further work is needed to allow the safe use of the web app. We are also planning a patient-oriented frailty assessment tool for community-dwelling older adults.